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Chapterr  6 

Localizationn Problems in Phase 
Space e 

AA celebrated problem in signall  processing is the problem of maximizing energy in both time 
andd frequency. This problem already has received much attention in the literature, see e.g. 
[20,, 28,41, 58]. This chapter consists of two parts that are also devoted to this problem. 

Inn the first part we discuss two classical problems. The first problem concerns the maxi-
mizationn of energy of time-limited signals within a frequency band, i.e. finite interval in the 
Fourierr domain. For this problem we revisit a series of papers by Slepian and co-workers, 
[57,, 80,93]. Furthermore, we give a rigorous proof of a conjecture by Slepian [92]. The sec-
ondd problem concerns the maximization of energy within a disk in the Wigner plane, i.e. the 
phasee space related to the Wigner distribution. Although this problem is discussed in several 
paperss [20,28,29,46], we also present alternative proofs and additional results in this section. 

Thee second part of this chapter is devoted to the FRFT, which we generalized in the previous 
chapter.. Using this generalization we are able to relate several classes of energy maximiza-
tionn problems in phase space to the two classical problems as discussed in the first part of this 
chapter.. For this, we discuss the Weyl correspondence, see e.g. [29,107]. 

Thiss chapter is based on [73,75]. 
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6.11 Slepian's Energy Problem 
Thee first problem to be considered in this part of the chapter is the concentration of energy in 
aa certain frequency band of a time-limited signal. So we consider for time limited signals ƒ 
thee ratio 

ƒƒ l/M|2dL; 

ƒƒ \f(u))\2du 
R R 

withh [—uo, o>o] the frequency band we are looking at in this problem. Obviously, Ef(uo) > 0, 
forr all ƒ e L2(R). Moreover, Corollary 2.1.13 yields Ef (WQ) < 1. 

Sincee Ef(u0) < 1 for all ƒ G L2(M), the problem arises of maximizing this energy ratio 
overr all ƒ € L2([—x0, XQ]), for some fixed x0 > 0. 

Forr solving this problem we introduce two operators. The first operator we discuss is the 
integrall  operator B{UJO) : L2(M) -+ L2(R). Forego > 0 fixed, this operator is given by 

ö(wto)[/](*)=y^ yy V - u ) /(n)du'  (6-2) 

ft ft 

forr all ƒ € La(12). We observe that 

^^ [Xï-«o^,]](ar) = y -

Accordingg to Lemma 2.1.8 the latter result yields 

^B(wb)) ƒ = X[-WO,WO]  ^ / °-e- on U . (6-3) 

Hencee B(UJQ) is a Hermitian projection operator; in fact it is an orthoprojector. 

Thee second operator we introduce in relation to the energy localization problem is the pro-
jectionn V{x0) : L2(R) -> L2(M). For x0 > 0 fixed, this operator is definedd by 

P(*o)[/](*)={'«'' u f i ^ : (M) 

Byy combining the introduced operators we arrive at 

ii—— x° 

V(xV(x00)B(u;)B(u;00)PMlf](x))PMlf](x)  = yj\j Sin(^_u" )
U))/(" )(i" ' tx| *  X ° ' (6-5) 
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forr all ƒ € L2(R). Since the integral kernel in (6.5) is in L2([-x 0,x0]
2), we have that 

V(XO)B((JJO)V(XQ)V(XO)B((JJO)V(XQ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Hence, V(x0)B(uo)V(xo) is a compact 
operator.. Also P(XO)JB(WO)P(X0) is a positive definite operator on L2([—XQ, XQ]), which is 
shownn as follows. Using (6.3) we derive 

(V(x(V(x00)B(uo)V(xo)f,f)2)B(uo)V(xo)f,f)2 = (BMV(xo)ftV(xo)f)2 
== (TBMV(x0)f^V(x 0)f)2 

== (X[-uo*»\ ' FP(x0)f, rp(x0)fh 
== (X[-o;o,u>o] ' FP{XQ) ƒ, X[-u>0,vo] ' FPiXoïfh-

Wee assume 
(T(xo)B(u(T(xo)B(u00)V(xo)fJh=0, )V(xo)fJh=0, 

forr some ƒ G L2{R). Then ^T(x0)[/](u;) = 0, for almost all u G [-u^,wo]. However, 
TV{xo)fTV{xo)f is holomorphicby Theorem 2.1.12. This yields in combination with the latter result 
FVMfFVMf = 0, or equivalent̂ ƒ ƒ (x) = 0 for almost all |x| < x0. For ƒ 6 L2([-x0, x0])  this 
yields s 

(7>(x0)ö(o;o)P(xo)ƒ,, ƒ)2 = 0 =*- ƒ = 0 o.e. on 12. 

Followingg Pollack and Slepian [79, 91], we consider possible solutions V{xo)/max, with 
/maxx G £2(.K), that maximize (6.1). Then 

^(x 0) /m „ (^o)-(^ '^(a:o)/max,^ ,(a;o)/max)22 = (X[-Wo.«o] ^^(^o)/max,^T{a?o)/ max)2. 

Equivalently,, using Parseval's theorem and (6.3), 

^ ( x 0 ) / m „ ( ^ o ))  (^(a:o)/max,^(xo)/max)2 = (B(UQ)V{xo)fmttXiV(xo)fmax)2. 

Sincee /max is a stationary solution of this equation, it must satisfy 

£(cjö)P(x0)/maxx = A7>(x0)/max, (6.6) 

aa homogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind. 

Wee recall that V(XO)B(UJO)'P(XO) is compact. Furthermore, it is a positive definite operator 
onn L2([-xo,x0]) . These considerations yield that solutions V(xo)f for equation (6.6) only 
existt for a discrete set of real positive values of A, with the properties that 

11 > Ao > Ai > A2 > . .. 

andd Umi-toe A*  = 0. In general, the eigenvalues of a compact Hermitian operator are not 
necessarilyy distinct However, for this particular Fredholm operator, Pollack and Slepian have 
shownn in [79], that its eigenvalues are distinct. Also Slepian showed, see [91], that the kernel 
off  the integral operator B(WQ) commutes with the second order differential operator 

V(xV(x00uu00)) = ^-(1 -x2)^-- (x0u;0)
2x2. (6.7) 
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Sincee both operators have the same spectrum, they must have the same eigenvectors. 

Differentiall  operator (6.7) is a well-known operator. It arises on separating the 3-dimensional 
scalarr wave equation in a prolate spheroidal coordinate system. Its real-valued eigenfunc-
tionss 0o, ^ i , ^2,  are known as prolate spheroidal wave functions (PSWF), see [27]. We 
observe,, that the concentration of energy problem is solved by V(x0)ipo. 

Somee useful properties of the PSWF have been derived in the past. We present some of them 
inn the following lemma. For a proof of these properties we refer to [57, 80, 93]. 

Lemmaa 6.1.1 Let ip0, ^ , V>2,  be the eigenfunctions ofV(x0)*B(u;o)P(xo) and let their 
correspondingcorresponding eigenvalues be given by \o,\i,\2, Then 

(i)(i)  0A e L2([-UJ0,UQ])  Viteiv, 

(ii)(ii)  ƒ \(>k(x)\l)n(x)dx = \k6k,n, 
-Xo -Xo 

(Hi)(Hi)  ƒ ipk(x)ij>n(x) dx = 6ktn. 
Ml Ml 

Otherr properties for the PSWF follow from this lemma, e.g. Theorem 2.1.12 and (i) yield 
thatt ĵfe is holomorphic. However, this lemma does not provide us with an explicit expression 
forr ij)k and consequently for A*. More insight in the behaviour of the eigenvalues A*  is given 
byy a conjecture of Slepian, which can be proven rigorously by using the following classical 
result,, that is due to Landau and Widom, see [58]. 

Lemmaa 6.1.2 LetH(x0uo) : L2(M) -»  L2(M) be given by 

H{xH{x00u>u>00)) = V(x0u;Q)B(l)V(xoUo). 

Furthermore,Furthermore, let N(7i(x0u0),p), 0 < p < 1, denote the number of eigenvalues ofM(x0u)o) 
whichwhich are greater than or equal to p. Then 

N{H(xN{H(x00ww00),p)),p) = - ^  ̂ + — log( —^?) log(x0u;o) + R(x0Wo), (6.8) 
7TT  IT  p 

withh R(x) of order o(log(x)) asx -> oo. Using this result we prove Slepian's conjecture in 
aa rigorous way. 

Theoremm 6.1 J (Slepian's conjecture) LetV(x0)B(u;o)V{xo) be as defined in (6.5) and let 
XkXk,, he IN, be its eigenvalues. Then for all <5, e G (0,1) there exists anM G IV such that 

(i)(i)  \k < e, ifk > (1 +* )?* * * , forx0u)o > M, 

(ii)(ii)  1-Xk<e,ifl<k<  (1-S)2^, for XQUJQ > M. 
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Moreover,Moreover, for alle > O and 6 6 R, there exist 6>Q and M e IV such that 

(Ui)(Ui)  JA* - ( l + e**)" 1! < e, for\k- ^  ̂ - J log(s0w0)| < 6log(x0wo) andxou>0 > M. 

Proof f 
Wee define <f>k(x) = ipk{x/vo)- Then, for |x| < X0CJ0, we derive 

Xo o 

xx . / N / 2 /" w0sin(a:-uüJo) , f * , 

A»*(»)) = V^ 7 («-tM») ^ ("^ )<fa 

,, XoWo 

22 f s i n ( x -u) , . 
\\ ir J [x - v) 

—— XQtJo 

orr equivalently 
H(xH(x00va)<i>kva)<i>k  = A*0jfe Vfc€jv\{o} . 

Consequently,, Lemma 6.1.2 can also be applied on the eigenvalues of V(XQ)B(U>O)V(X0). 

Lett 0 < e < 1 and 0 < S < 1. We take M > 0 such that 

lng(l=s)kg«« «gM 
27TXX 2z 

forr a; > M . Then 

N(H(xN(H(x00L>o),e)L>o),e) =  2 ^ U ^ + ^ l o g ( i — - ) Iog(afoWto) + fl(*oWö) 

<< ( i+ * ) * * ! * , 

forr x0o;o > Af. Consequently, if fc > (1 + S)^3-, then iV(7^(x0u;o),e) < k. This result 
yieldss A* < e. 

Forr proving Property (ii ) we also take M > 0 such that (6.9) holds. Then 

N(H{xN(H{x00u;u;00),), 1-e) = ^ ^ - -^ l o g ( — -) logfowo) + R{x0u0) 

>> ( l - * ) ^ , 
7T T 

forr xowo > M. Therefore, if 1 < k < (1 - <5)^& , then N{H{x0Uo), I - e) > k, which 
leadss to 1 — A* < e. 

Finally,, let e > 0 and 0 € R. Furthermore, take S > 0 and M 6 IV such that 

.. 1 , / l + e + ee"e \ R(x) 
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forxforx > M. Then we have 

NlH(xavNlH(xav00))JJ(l(l  + é")-1+e) = 
c0o;oo 1 , ( -9 \-£-ee~*e\y . , 
ITIT + ^ l o g {e ' l+e + ee*° ) lo^x°  ̂ + W***)  = 

2XQU)Q 2XQU)Q 

++ - logfsowo) -
TTTT 7T 

11 / 1 + g 4. ge™ \ 

^^ loS ^ . g . g e - x gj  log(*ou>o) + R(xoUo) < 

++ - log(x0oj0) - S log(xo^o) 
7TT 7T 

fora?oôo > M. Consequently, if 
**  > 1- -log(xo^o) - 6\og(x0ujo), 

7TT 7T 

orr equivalently, if 

—— 4- -log(io^o) -k < ö\og(x0u>o), 

thenn A* - (1 + é*6)'1 < e. 

Inn the same way, we derive 

iV(K(x 0u;o),(ll  + e ^ ) -1 - £) = 
2x2x00uu00 , 9 . 

7TT 7T 
,TT9 ,TT9 11 / 1+ g + +£C™ \ 

^22 l o6 ( 1 _ e - ee-*e J los(xo^o) + R{x0u>0) 

++  - log(x0w0) + 6\og(x0u0) 
TTTT W 

forr xou>o > -W- Therefore, if 

2xotL>oo ^ **  < 1- -log(xo^o) + S\og(x0u}0), 
TTT 7T 

orr equivalently, if 

fcfc log(a:o^o) < <Hog(xou;o), 
7TT 7T 

thenn A* — (1 + e**) -1 > —e. Combining these two results establishes the proof of Prop-
ertyy (iii) . D 
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Figuree 6.1: Eigenvalues corresponding to the PSWF for a) xo^o = 25, b) XQUJQ = 50. 

Fromm this theorem it follows, that for large x0a->o approximately the first 2x0u;o/7r eigenval-
uess that correspond to the PSWF attain a value close to unity. For index numbers in a region 
aroundd 2XOU>O/<T the eigenvalues plunge to zero and attain values close to zero afterwards. 
Thee number of eigenvalues in the region where the eigenvalues decrease from close to one to 
closee to zero is proportional to logxowo. Remark, that the eigenvalues depend on the product 
Xo^O--

Inn Figure 6.1 the eigenvalues of 7i(x0LJo) are depicted for a) xoo>o = 25 and b) xo^o = 50 
respectively.. We observe that in both figures the number of eigenvalues close to unity is 
givenn by 2XQUJQ/-K. For xo^o = 25, approximately the first 16 eigenvalues are close to unity. 
Forr xo^o = 50, this number is approximately 32. The number of eigenvalues in the plunge 
regionn in Figure 6.1.b is approximately 1.25 times the number of eigenvalues in this region 
inn Figure 6.1.a. This corresponds with the observation we have made after Theorem 6.1.3, 
namelyy that the multiplication factor is approximately given by log 32/ log 16 = 5/4. 

6.22 Energy Concentration on a Circle in the Wigner Plane 

Thee second problem to be considered is the concentration of energy in a circular region in the 
Wignerr plane. So we consider a region 

CCRR = {(x,uj)e ]R2\x2+u2 <R} (6.10) 
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andd search for functions ƒ G L2(R) for which 

EEff(R)(R) = ƒ WV[/](*ta;)«Éttlw/1|/||1 (6.11) 
CCR R 

iss maximized. An upperbound for Ef(R) follows from an upperbound for WV[/] which can 
bee derived from (5.15) in the following way 

\WV[f](x,u)\\WV[f](x,u)\ = \(M-„T- xf,Mu%Ff)\/* < | | / |g /*. 

Thiss result yields 
EEff(R)(R) < R2. 

Off course a better and more natural upperbound for Ej{R) would be given by 1, i.e., if 
Ef(R)Ef(R) is the total amount of energy off. A conjecture of Flandrin states that such an upper-
boundd indeed exists, not only for integrals over circular regions, but in general for integrals 
overr convex regions, see [28]. As far as we know, a proof of this conjecture has not been 
givenn yet. For non-convex regions this conjecture does not hold, which follows from various 
exampless in [81]. 

Wee observe that from (2.41) it follows that 

EEff(R)->(R)-> 1 (R-too), 

iff also ƒ G Ll(R) or ƒ G Ll(R). Since the Wigner distribution can attain both positive and 
negativee values, this result is not sufficient to prove Flandrin's conjecture. 

Inn order to solve this energy localization problem, we introduce the localization operator 
C(o)C(o) on L2(R), associated with a bounded symbol on R2, by 

(C{°)f,9h(C{°)f,9h = j fa(x,u;)W[f,g}{x,u)dxdu, (6.12) 
RR R 

forr all ƒ, g e L2{R) and with WV[/, g] the mixed Wigner distribution of ƒ and g. Then 

EEff(R)(R) = (C(*)f,fh/(f,f) 2, 

withh a = xcR- Furthermore, we observe that C(a) is a Weyl transform with symbol 
aa G L2(R?)t see [107]. 

Itt can be proved, see e.g. [107], that jC(a) is compact fora G Z^f-R2), 1 < p < 2. Moreover, 
Flandrinn showed in [28] that C(o) is self-adjoint for a real-valued. This means that C(a) is 
aa compact Hermitian operator on L2(R) for real-valued a G Lf(R2), 1 < p < 2. Conse
quently,, the eigenvectors of C{a) can be chosen to form an orthonormal basis for L2(R), the 
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sett of real-valued eigenvalues is countable and the only possible accumulation point is 0. 

Thesee considerations yield that the function /max, that maximizes E/{R) is given by the 
eigenvectorr fa oiC(xcR) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue AO of C(xcR)- Moreover, 
E/E/mmxmmx(R)(R) is given by V 

Thee eigenvectors of £(xcR) are given by the Hermite functions hk, k e JV, as introduced in 
(5.10).. This result was already given by Janssen in [46]. In the following lemma we come to 
thee same result using a proof based on a property of the fractional Fourier transform. 

Lemmaa 6.2.1 Let CR = {{x,u)) 6 R2 | x2 + w2 < R] and C{xcR) as defined in (6.12). 
ThenThen the eigenvectors of£(xcR) are given by 

{h{hkk\k£\k£ JV} 

withwith hk the Hermite functions as defined in (5.10). 

Proof f 
Sincee xcR is rotation invariant, we have for all a e [0,2ir) 

{Cixcn)7*f>7*9)2{Cixcn)7*f>7*9)2 = ƒ WV[Faf,Fa9](x,u)dxdw 
CR CR 

== ƒ WV[f,g)(Ra(x,u;))(lxdw 

CCR R 

==  j WV[f,g](x,u)dxdu = (£(xcR)f,9h, 

ccR R 

withh Ra the rotation matrix as given in (5.17). Consequently, we have for all a £ [0,2n) 

FFaaC(xcC(xcRR)) = C(xcR)Fc 

Lett now fa be an eigenvector of £(xcR) and A* its corresponding eigenvalue. Then 

C{C{XXccRR)T)Taafafa = Fa£(xcR)fa = A* Tafa. 

Thiss shows, that if fa is an eigenvector of C(xcR), then also Fafa is an eigenvector of 
C(xcC(xcRR)) for all a G [0,2ir). Since C(xcR)is compact, the set of eigenvectors 

{T{TQQfa\a£[0,2*)} fa\a£[0,2*)} 

shouldd be finite or countable. This can only be realized if fa is an eigenvector of .Fa for all 
aa € [0,2n), i.e., fa is a Hermite function following (5.12). O 
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Thee eigenvalues A* of C{xcH) can be expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomials L* given 
by y 

Inn the following lemma we present a recurrence relation involving Laguerre polynomials that 
wee shall use to compute the eigenvalues A*. 

y y 

Lemmaa 6.2.2 Define In(y) = / e~x/2Ln(x)dx. Then 
o o 

/n+i(y)) = ~In(v) + 2e~^2 (Ln(y) - Ln+1(y)). (6.14) 

Proof f 
Firstt we observe that L'n(x) = L'n+l (x)+Ln(x), which follows from the recurrence relations 
forr Laguerre polynomials, and Ln(0) = 1, see e.g. [96]. Integration by parts yields 

v v 
II nn{y){y) = 2-2Ln{y)e-»t2 + 2 f e-*/2L'n{x)dx 

o o 

y y 

== 2 - 2Ln(y)e-"'2 + 2In{y) + 2 ƒ e~xf2Vn+l (x) dx. 
o o 

v v 
Wee conclude 2 f e~x/2L'n+l {x) dx = -In(y) + 2Ln{y)e~v  ̂ - 2. 

o o 
Applyingg the same procedure on In+i  yields 

v v 

Jn+iGOO = 2-2Ln+1{y)e-*!2 + 2 f e-*l2L'n^{x)dx, 

o o 

orr equivalently 

v v 
22 j e-*'2L'n+l{x)dx = / n + 1( j , )+2L n + 1(y)e-»/ 2-2. 

o o 
Combiningg these two results completes the proof. D 

Usingg this lemma we come to the following recurrence relation for the eigenvalues of £(xcR)
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Theoremm 6.2 3 Let {Xk | k e JV} denote the set of eigenvalues ofC(xcR), with 

CCRR = {(x,u) e R2 | x2 + J2 < R], 

withwith R>0. Then 

•• Ao= ( l - e - * 2 ) , 

•• A*+1 = A* - (-1)* e-# (Lk(2R?) - Lk+1(2R2)), k € JV\{0}. 

Proof f 
Thee Wigner distribution WV[/ijk](ar,üj) can be expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomials, 
seee e.g. [106]. This relation with Laguerre polynomials is given by 

WV[fc*l(*,w)) = 2(- l)* (27T)"1 Lk{2(x2 +u>2))e-<x3+»2K 

Usingg polar coordinates we get 

A** = (C(xcR)hk,hkh 

ccR R 

R R 

== 2(-l)*  JpLk(2p2)e-'2dp 
o o 

2R2R2 2 

==  t ^ - ƒ e-/aL*(x) dx = (-1)* Ik{2R2)/2. 

o o 

Consequently,, we have 

Aoo = Io(2R2)/2 = 1/2 ƒ e~*'2dx = ( l - e"*2) . 
o o 

Moreover,, Lemma 6.2.2 yields 

A*+11 = (-1)*+1 Ik+i(2R2)/2 

==  (-1)* h(2R2)/2 + (- l)*+ 1e-" a (Lk(2R2) - Lk+l(2R2)) 

==  Xk - (-1)* e"*' (L*(2i22) - Z*+i(2fl2)). 

Thiss gives the recurrence relation for the eigenvalues. O 
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00 5 10 IS 20 25 30 
indexx numbar 

Figuree 6.2: Eigenvalue behavior of the energy localization problem on a disk with radius 
RR = V3. 

Inn Figure 6.2 the first 30 eigenvalues as given in Theorem 6.2.3 are depicted for R =  \ / 3 . To 
emphasizee the eigenvalue behavior a spline interpolation function is used in this figure. As we 
havee seen before for the eigenvalues Theorem 6.1.3, the first eigenvalues are close to A0. Later 
thee values plunge down towards zero and remain close to zero for larger index numbers. For 
thee Wigner distribution, the eigenvalues can be negative, which can be observed in Figure 6.2 
ass well. Moreover, starting from a certain index number the eigenvalues alternate around 
zero. . 

6.33 Localization Problems and the Generalized FRFT 

Inn this section we return to the fractional Fourier transform as introduced in Section 5.2.2. 
Thiss generalized FRFT is used to solve two classes of energy localization problems that are 
relatedd to the two problems, which we discussed in the previous sections. These two classes 
off localization problems are related to the discussed problems via the Weyl correspondence. 

Althoughh the problems we discuss concern signals in L2 (M) we consider first localization 
problemss for signals in L2(Mn). For this we generalize the Weyl correspondence (6.12) to 
higherr dimensions. Then a bounded symbol a on M2n is associated with the localization 
operatorr £ (a) onZ,2(.fön) by 

(C(a)f,g)(C(a)f,g)22 = J J <r(x,u)W[f,g]{x,u)dxdu, (6.15) 
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forr all ƒ, g € L2(JT*). Consequently, if a = xn, with Q C R2n, then 

n n 

representss the energy of ƒ in the Wigner plane within the region fi. 

Usingg the generalized FRFT ^T,A as introduced in (5.42) we compute 

== f f a(x,u)W[FtAf,F?Ag]{x,tj)dxcbj 

ƒƒ ƒ' <T(x,u)W\f,g](A-\x,u>))dxdu 

<j{A{x,u))W[f,g]{x,u)dx<L> <j{A{x,u))W[f,g]{x,u)dx<L> 

RRnn Rn 

==  (C{aA)f,9)2, 

II II 
withh <TA{X, W) = &{A(x, u)) and A as given in (5.44). Now, assume {<f>k\ke IN} is the set 
off eigenvectors of C{a) and {A* | k G iV} the set of corresponding eigenvectors. Then 

== ?TA£{v)<t>k =  xk?:rA<t>k-  (6.16) 

Consequently,, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of £(tM) are given by 

{FrMk{FrMk  \keN} and {A* | k <E W} 

respectively.. If C{u) is a compact operator, both the eigenvectors (f>t and ^T ,A0* form an 
orthonormall set in L 2 (ü n ) . 

6.3.11 The Rectangle/Parallelogram Case and the Rihaczek Distributio n 

Thee first problem we consider is to maximize 

(C(a)f,f)(C(a)f,f)22/(f,f)2/(f,f)2 (6.17) 

forr ƒ € L2{M), with a - X[-*0,*o]xt-wo^i0]-

Thiss problem may seem to be similar to Slepian's energy problem in Section 6.1. However, 
resultss presented for Slepian's energy problem cannot be related to the problem of localizing 
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thee energy on a rectangle in the Wigner plane. 

Thee two problems can only be related to each other if (6.17) is maximized over absolutely 
integrablee ƒ € Ljomp(.R), with supp(/) = [-x0,x0].  Using these constraints (6.17) is equal 
too (6.1), which follows straightforwardly from Theorem 2.3.4. If we do not require these con
straintss on the maximizing function ƒ, we are only provided with some asymptotical results 
onn the eigenvalues of C(a), see [41, 81]. 

AA less trivial relation with Slepian's energy problem is given for 

°° = X[-*o,*o]x[-u;o.*io ] * V> (6 .18) 

forr some XQ,ÜJQ e R+ and where <p is given by 

V>(*,a;)=e-W*w. . 

Usingg Young's inequality we have 

Ikl lo oo = IIX[-«o,»o]x[-«o,u»o] *¥>lloo < ^XQUQ/TT, 

andd so a € L°°(R2). 

Thee following lemma shows that the localization operator C(a), with a as in (6.18), can be 
rewrittenn as an energy density operator related to the Rihaczek distribution, see [82]. 

Lemmaa 6.3.1 Let C(a) be the localization operator as defined in (6.15), with a the symbol 
asas given in (6.18). Then for all f,g € L2(R) 

(£{<r)f,9h(£{<r)f,9h = I J X[-* 0,xoM-uo,Uo)(':1u)7l[f tg](x1uj)t 

RR Ft 

withwith H[f, g] the mixed Rihaczek distribution given by 

K[f,g](x,u)K[f,g](x,u) = / ( i J p e ^ V v ^ . (6.19) 

Proof f 

Wee observe that 

{C(<r)f,g)2{C(<r)f,g)2 = (<70 *V,WV[f,g])2 = (o0,<P*  WV[/,p])2, 

withh OQ = X[-XOl«0]x[-«o,wo]- ^ * s expression can be rewritten by 

== ^ 2 ƒ / ƒ <P(P>Mi*  -P+ *)*(* -P- t)e-2it(»-*ï dtdpdq 
RR R R 
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"" F » / / / C~***^(«)^(«)e"*t,(u'"*)e*va' <*u *> dg 
RR « fi 

== f(x)g(u)e-^x/V2^. 

Thiss yields (£(*) ƒ, gh =-fc J J *o(s, w) /(*)d(«)«"4u '* <& dw D 
vv «Jt 

Usingg this lemma we prove the following theorem, that relates C(a), with a as in (6.18), with 
thee localization operator of Slepian's energy problem. 

Theoremm 63.2 Let C(a) be the operator as in (6.15), with a the symbol as in (6.18). Then 

C(a)*C{<T)C(a)*C{<T) = V(XO)B(LJ0)V(X0), 

withwith B(u>o) and V(XQ) as defined in (6.2) and (6.4) respectively. 

Proof f 
Fromm the preceding lemma it follows immediately that 

wo wo 

CWMx)CWMx) = X l - . c o ] ( * ) - ^ ƒ §(u)e*"du, 
—— Wo 

== P{X0)B{WQ). 

Sincee both B(u>o) is a projection operators, we have 

C(ayC{a)C(ayC{a) = V(x0)B(u>o)V(x0). 

Remark,, that although a e L°°(Si), C(o) is compact fora as in (6.18). This follows from 
thee fact that C(a)*C(a) is compact. Furthermore, we observe that the result of Theorem 6.3.2 
wass already given in [28]. However, our aim is not to investigate existing time-frequency dis
tributions,, but to consider the generalized FRFT acting on these distributions. In this context, 
wee return to the first part of this section. 

Wee have seen that the eigenvalues of C(a) and £(<TA) coincide. In a direct way, we can also 
showw that the eigenvalues of C(&)*C{&)  and £(OA)*C(0A) coincide. This yields that the 
singularr values of C(a) and C{<TA) are the same. These singular values are given by 

Sk Sk == \fa, 
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Figuree 6.3: Localisation on a rectangle/parallelogram: fig. a) a = 1 on [0,1] x [0,1] and fig. 
b,, c, d) aA with A = - 1 / I \ A = -2/T and A = - 1 / r 2 respectively. 

wheree A/,, denote the eigenvalues of the operator V(xo)B(uo)V{xo). Since these Xk satisfy 
Theoremm 6.1.3, a similar result holds for the singular values. Moreover, the asymptotical be
haviorr of Sk and Â  is similar. 

Thee eigenvectors of C{a) do not follow from Theorem 6.3.2. The eigenvectors of £(<j)*£(a) 
aree known, namely the prolate spheroidal wave functions ipk- As before we can also show 
thatt the eigenvectors of C{OA)*£{VA) are then given by •Tr^V'fc- They can be computed as 
thee eigenvectors of the operator 

V'{xV'{x00u!u!00)) =Jrr^V{x0Lj0)J
:Y^, 

whichh is also a second order differential operator that commutes with C(aA)*

Inn Figure 6.3.b,c and d the domain of ÜA is depicted instead of a, with the substitutions 
AA = - 1 / r , A = -2/T and A = - 1 / r 2 and with T = 3 in (5.44). We observe that with 
thesee substitutions JC-(OA) represents the energy of the Rihaczek distribution within differ
entlyy orientated parallelograms in phase space. The singular values of C{UA) f° r all A related 
too these parallelograms are the same and are given by \f\~u, with Â . as in Theorem 6.1.3. 

6.3.22 The Circle/Ellipse Case 
Inn Section 6.2 we already discussed the energy localization problem on a circle. Moreover, 
wee studied the operator C(xcR), with CR a circle in the Wigner plane concentrated around 

file:///f/~u
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Figuree 6.4: Localisation on a circle/ellipse: fig. a) a = 1 on {(x, w) € JR2 \ x2 + io2 < 1}, 
fig.fig. b, c, d) a A with A = - 1 / r , A = -2/T and A = - 1 / r 2 respectively. 

thee origin and with radius R > 0. It turned out that its eigenvectors are given by the Hermite 
functionss hk, defined by (5.11), and that the corresponding eigenvalues are given by Theo
remm 6.2.3. 

Itt follows from (6.16), that the eigenvectors of C(CTA), with A as given in (5.44), are given 
byy Tr,Ahk, k e IN. The eigenvalues of C{(TA) are given by the recurrence relation in Theo
remm 6.2.3. 

Inn Figure 6.4.b,c and d the domain of o A is depicted with a the characteristic function of CR, 
withh the substitutions A = - 1 / r , A = - 2 / r and A = - 1 / r 2 and with T = 3. With these 
substitutionss C(CTA) represents the energy in the Wigner plane within differently orientated 
ellipses.. The energy localization problem for each of these ellipsoidal areas is now solved by 
thee eigenvectors JT.A^/C. using the corresponding substitutions, and the eigenvalues A .̂ 
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